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11 Plants & Herbs That Naturally Repel Mosquitoes ...
Did you know that Metro Atlanta region ranks as the worst in the U.S. for mosquitoes, according to the Orkin
pest control company? As we head into peak mosquito season here in Gwinnett County, I came across this
fantastic list of 11 different plants and herbs from Natural Living Ideas you can plant in pots for your deck or
directly in your ...

Home | eHow
How to Clean Grease from Kitchen Cabinets with DIY Degreaser Spray

Health | Yahoo Lifestyle
Yahoo Lifestyle is your source for style, beauty, and wellness, including health, inspiring stories, and the latest
fashion trends.

Matcha Green Tea: 10 Amazing Benefits Of This Japanese Elixir
A long standing tradition of Japanese culture, Matcha green tea is the highest quality powdered green tea
available. Made from the nutrient-rich young leaves picked from the tips of shade-grown Camellia sinensis
plants, Matcha is steamed, stemmed, and de-vined before being stone-ground into very fine powder.

10 Herbs That Naturally Repel Bugs
Written by The Pro Team. The weather is turning warmer and the outdoors beckons. But, with warm
temperatures come bugs and insects that can bother you and your family, and even munch on your garden and
plants.

12 Mosquito And Fly Repellent Plants You Can Grow Easily ...

5: Basil. Worried how to repel mosquitoes naturally? Simply get your garden area some pots of basil, and you
are done. It belongs to the family of powerful, pungent herbs that can perfect companions to keep the bugs away.

Citronella: Effective Insect Repellent or Consumer Hoax ...
Since 2002, Sarah has been a Health and Nutrition Educator dedicated to helping families effectively
incorporate the principles of ancestral diets within the modern household.

6 Mosquito
Also known as horsemint, lemon balm’s aroma wards off mosquitoes, but attracts pollinators like bees and
butterflies. It’s fast growing, drought resistant and reseeds itself, so consider planting in a pot rather than in your
yard to avoid a lemon balm takeover.

Natural Ways to Repel Bugs, Ants and Insects This Summer
Tips and ideas for repelling bugs around your home naturally, without the use of chemicals.

How to Naturally Get Rid of Ants in your House
Wondering how to naturally get rid of ants in your house? A homemade natural insecticidal spray for hand-tohand combat, a homemade ant trap to catch them all, and various "lines ants won't cross" to keep them out or
contained are all found here! No toxic or expensive ingredients!
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